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Problems with Hand-Labeling, and the Efficacy 
of Automation Techniques



Major Issues with Hand-Labeling

Hand-labels are not interpretable or 
reproducible, and are inherently 
bias-prone

Introduction of Bias

Models that require lots of data or 
subject matter interpretation of the 
data are frequently cost prohibitive to 
build

Prohibitive Costs

The real world is full of shades of gray

Hand-labeled data often does not 
capture the nuance of inter-annotator 
disagreement

Ground Truth Is a Lie



Algorithmic Bias

Source: Hand Labeling Considered Harmful

https://www.oreilly.com/radar/arguments-against-hand-labeling/


Algorithmic Bias

Often creeps in through data

Can’t explain hand-labels

Can’t easily remedy bias in hand-labels



Hand-Labels: Lack of Interpretability & Explainability



The World of Alternatives

Weak Supervision
Noisy heuristics are used to weakly label 
large amounts of data for machine learning

Semi-Supervised Learning
Combine a small amount of labeled data 
with a large amount of unlabeled data

Machine Teaching
Collection of techniques to extract 
knowledge from humans for model training

Synthetic Data Generation
Building models to generate data points 
that have the same statistical validity as 
“real” data

Transfer Learning
Leveraging general pre-trained models to 
quickly bootstrap specific models

Active Learning
Algorithm queries users interactively to 
label specific segments of the data

Amount Supervision Required HighLow



Machine Teaching: Introducing Explainability

Techniques like weak supervision offer a framework for 
interpretability in labels

Often must trade interpretability for quality

Can combine approaches to achieve the right levels of 
interpretability, performance, and quality



On Auditing



Societal, Time, and Financial 
Costs of Hand-Labeling



Societal Cost



Time of SMEs

The time of experts is the scarcest resource

You’re never done labeling

Time spent by experts must be measured over the lifetime of 
the model



Clinical Trial Matching

Clinical Decision Support

Risk Classification

Claims Fraud Detection

Time of SMEs: Not Vertical Specific

Healthcare

Fraud detection

Contract Intelligence

Finance Insurance



Cost to Accuracy, Reality, and Ground Truth



Cost to Accuracy, Reality, and Ground Truth



Financial Costs of Hand Labeling

You’re never done labeling

Class definitions often change as labeling progresses

Cost of SME time compounds cost of overall pipeline



The Efficacy of Automation Techniques



The Efficacy of Automation Techniques

“We empirically validate that DL model accuracy improves as a power-law as we 
grow training sets for state-of-the-art (SOTA) model architectures in four machine 
learning domains: machine translation, language modeling, image processing, and 
speech recognition. These power-law learning curves exist across all tested 
domains, model architectures, optimizers, and loss functions.” 
-- Hestness et al. 2017


